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Abstract —Cloud computing allows tenants to rent resources in a pay as-you-go fashion. It offers the potential for a
more cost effective solution than in-house computing by obviating the need for tenants to maintain complex computing
infrastructures themselves. To achieve this benefit, the right amounts of computing resources need to be given to the
applications running in the cloud. The amount of resources needed is rarely static, varying as a result of changes in
overall workload, the workload mix, and internal application phases and changes. To avoid problems, the amount of
resources allocated to applications should be adjusted dynamically, which brings two main challenges: (1) deciding how
much resource to allocate is non-trivial since application resource needs often change with time and characterizing
runtime application behaviour is difficult; (2) application resource needs must be predicted in advance so that the
management system can adjust resource allocations ahead of the needs. Furthermore, resource-management systems
should not require prior knowledge about applications, historical data such as application behaviour profiles, and
running the resource management system itself (including its prediction algorithms) should not be costly.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing enables provisioning the user with a utility of cloud which might be a platform, software or an
infrastructure as whole. Varying infrastructural and service tools may significantly impact the performance of the
cloud, its overall usage and in turn, the cost an industry is expending out to purchase that cloud. Monitoring such changes
is essential for the analysis of the relationship between the usage of the cloud and its users. Monitoring infrastructural
resources is essential for the building up of frameworks that enables Service Level Agreements based on applications
QoS requirements. Unless performance guarantees at the level of hardware resources like CPU, Memory and I/O Devices
are not given, it becomes mandatory to have necessary monitors in place for the infrastructural resources . Both
Cloud provider and clients are the beneficiaries of resource monitoring. Cloud providers have to monitor the current
status of allocated resources in order to handle future requests from their users efficiently and to keep an eye on
malicious users by identifying anomalous behaviour. The analysis of this data would help the client to buy the cloud with
the optimised value of data required for the operations and cost cutting operation would be successfully implemented.
The advent of cloud computing in the 20th century, initially lead to a small scale of transfer and sharing data between
various users. Soon as the time passed by, storage and security of the cloud became the most important aspects to be
taken care of and many industries started using clouds for their information storage. The concept of storing data in a
remote location was new to the world, and this technology was supported by construction of huge data centres
underground or in buildings, supported with high transfer rates of data using fibre optics. The industries today, use data
centres which constitute of millions of hard disks storage and store trillion bytes of data. On a local level, whenever a
person purchases a cloud worth a particular cost, the usage is limited to his or her needs. Sometimes the user requires
fewer amounts for storage and sometimes more. The irregular use of data leads to the excess purchasing of the cloud
which directly suggests that a user might be purchasing a higher amount but is using it less.
II.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In a Cloud, hosted applications such as a multi-tier websites may run on group of VMs that span multiple physical hosts.
These VMs form a resource pool. Due to initial placement and load balancing, the actual deployment of these VMs can
show an arbitrary topology on physical nodes .As the number of VMs increase, the cloud infrastructure is divided into
sub clusters, each of which is responsible for resource allocation of one application. In this dissertation, we aim to design,
implement and evaluate a resource management mechanism that indicates the user usage of the cloud over the period of
time using metrics provided by OpenStack and Ubuntu and using data analysis provide the user an optimal solution.
The goal of this project is to create an intelligent resource management scheme in a cloud platform. Uses the combined
cloud utilization data, we want to create a usage model for a recommender system. Using this recommender system, the
relevant modification is carried on the specific instance. A resource utilization report is presented to the user along with
the model recommendations. The analysis step then uses a machine learning algorithms to make an Online Prediction
Model. Using the prediction model, the needs of the particular instance are extrapolated and the necessary modifications
are made for the resource allocation. Make a front-end for the user to manage his resource requirements based on the
recommendations by the usage records.
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III.

LITERATURE SURVEY

3.1 OpenStack
OpenStack is open source cloud computing software that provides infrastructure as a service cloud deployment for
public and private cloud. OpenStack provides a significant alternative for organizations which don’t wish to go for
commercially provided cloud as OpenStack is open source. OpenStack is organized around three main modules i.e.
compute, storage and networking. Along with these three, dashboard become an important component in providing
interface to administrators and users for provisioning and release of resources. OpenStack network provides
necessary services which are used for communication with in virtual machine i.e. inter-VM and external to virtual
machines.

Figure 1. OpenStack Architecture
OpenStack currently consist of seven different service code projects to make it modular, each having its
different code name for project. The seven OpenStack’s projects along with their respective code name are listed
in table 1
Table 1. OpenStack Projects
S.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Project
Compute
Object Storage
Identity
Dashboard
Block Storage
Network
Image Service

Name
Nova
Swift
Keystone
Horizon
Cinder
Quantum
Glance

Compute (codenamed Nova): OpenStack compute originated from NASA’s Nebula platform. Compute
provides the service for provisioning and un-provisioning of virtual machines on demand basis. Many
companies provide compute services commercially bases on OpenStack’s compute moreover, compute is used
internally by many organizations including where it originated i.e. NASA. Nova is main core part of OpenStack
essential for IaaS. It is responsible for running virtual servers. It is used to host and manage cloud computing
systems. Nova originated at NASA Ames Research Laboratory. Its design is built keeping in mind the ease of
adding new features, scaling with workload, fault tolerance and compatibility of its APIs with other systems like
Amazon EC2.
3.2 Linear Regression
Linear regression is a technique used for prediction and forecasting. Its main purpose is to find dependency between
a dependent and one or more independent variables. It predicts value of dependent variable for given values of
independent variable. Assumptions are made before applying linear regression and these include constant variance
i.e. almost same error in values and linearity dependency which is that a linear change is observed in dependent
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variable when a linear change is introduced in independent variables.

Figure 2.Regression equation between Memory usage and Time

IV.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

This project requires very high hardware support which has atleast 12GB of RAM, xecore processors and storage of more
than 1TB; this is minimum requirement of hardware required to implement this project. On a newly installed stable
version of any Linux flavor, example install Ubuntu 14.04LTS and then to install OpenStack on a single system. We
have to created a separate user and list this user in sudoers and provide it with all the privileges of super user without
setting any password, we will then login to that newly created user and later installed git in this system. Further we will
fork the DevStack project from github. DevStack is a series of scripts which when executed on a Linux system installs all
the required softwares for bringing up the OpenStack environment with their latest version from the git master. Before
running the script present is DevStack we need to set passwords for various application required for OpenStack such as
administrative password, mysql password, rabbit MQ password, service password used by keystone for authentication,
then run the script it will setup OpenStack environment in an hour or half with the installation in final phase it will show
with various IP for accessing services provided by OpenStack such as horizon dashboard, for keystone etc.

Figure 3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

V.

IMPLEMENTATION

The project is implemented on OpenStack platform, which we have OpenStack on a new installed Linux system in order
to record resource usage by instances running on OpenStack we launched three instances on OpenStack for that firstly we
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Figure 4. Key Pair Generation

Figure 5. Launching an instance

Created a key pair so that we can access our instances from any terminal connected to internet if we have the private key
with us .Further, created an internal network for our instances after that launched our three instances . The access rules
and security rules for the instances were defined. The connection to one of the instance using terminal on the local system
was established with ssh connection and private key that was downloaded earlier and in one of the Ubuntu instances
running on OpenStack , various programs such as of matrix multiplication, minimum spanning tree, regex were executed.

Figure 6. OpenStack dashboard - Horizon
The resource usage of that instance was extracted by running a bash script on that instance. After getting the numerical
values of resource usage of that system, linear regression graph of cpu usage with time and memory usage with time was
plotted and further using linear regression, a predictive model was constructed separately for cpu usage and memory
usage.

Figure 7. CPU usage vs Time
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Figure 9. Regression model of Memory and CPU
The following statistics are generated once the regression model is applied . Using the values of particulat item sets such
as Standard Error, Residual (also known as degree of freedom), the prediction is found at a particluar value of .25 CPU
usage and the corresponding value is generated i.e. 942.848. The lower bound and upper bound values are also generated
which are the recommendal values to the user so that he or she can buy the cloud for this memory usage.
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